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Some viral genomes are divided into segments. When multiple viruses infect a single cell, progeny
form by reassorted mixtures of genomic segments. Hybrid incompatibilities arise when a progeny
virus has incompatible segments from di�erent parental viruses. Hybrid incompatibility has been
observed in in¯uenza and in the multiparticle plant virus Dianthovirus. Hybrid incompatibility
provides an opportunity to study rates of viral evolution, divergence and speciation, and the extent of
epistatic interactions among components of the viral genome. This paper presents mathematical and
computer simulation models to study hybrid incompatibility between diverging strains. The models
identify multiplicity of infection as a key factor. When many viral particles infect each host cell, the
e�ective ploidy of the genetic system is high. High ploidy dilutes the contribution of each locus to the
phenotype, weakening the selective intensity on each locus. Weaker selection on variant alleles allows
the population to maintain greater genetic diversity and to be more easily perturbed by stochastic
¯uctuations. Greater diversity and stochastic ¯uctuations explore more widely the space of epistatic
interactions, causing more frequent shifts among favoured combinations of alleles. Variable ploidy of
viral genetics di�ers from standard Mendelian genetics.
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Introduction

Many viral genomes are split into segments. The
in¯uenza A and B genomes have eight segments, the
large Bunyviridae family of arthropod viruses has three
segments. Genomic structures vary widely among other
viruses (see reviews in Fields et al., 1996).

The viral capsid releases its individual segments into
the host cell upon infection. Each segment replicates in
the cell's cytoplasm. The segments act like distinct
chromosomes but do not pair and segregate as in
Mendelian systems. Instead, new viral particles form by
a sampling process that chooses approximately one
segment of each type. When multiple viruses infect a
single cell, their replicating segments mix. The progeny
form by reassorted combinations of genomic segments.

Hybrid incompatibilities arise when a progeny capsid
has incompatible segments from di�erent parental
viruses. Suppose, for example, that the genome has
two segments, A and B. If two parental viruses, with
genotypes A1B1 and A2B2, co-infect a cell, then some of
the progeny will have hybrid genotypes A1B2 or A2B1.
A hybrid genotype singly infected into a new cell may

have reduced ®tness compared with the two parental
types, in which case the progeny su�ers from hybrid
incompatibility.

Hybrid incompatibility provides a good system for the
study of evolutionary problems. One can, for example,
analyse rates of viral evolution, divergence and speci-
ation, and the extent of epistatic interactions among
components of the viral genome. Sequencing and
laboratory studies of segmented viruses will allow one
to pinpoint the causes of epistatic interaction at the
nucleic acid level. Laboratory evolution and comparat-
ive studies of natural populations can test hypotheses
about the causes of divergence.

This paper presents mathematical and computer
models of the processes that in¯uence hybrid incom-
patibility between diverging strains. The models iden-
tify multiplicity of infection as a key factor. When
many viral particles infect each host cell, the e�ective
ploidy of the genetic system is high. Consequently, the
selective intensity acting on each mutant is weak
because variant alleles tend to have their e�ects diluted
by the other alleles of the same locus present in the
host cell.

The models show that weakened selective intensities
under high multiplicity of infection allow relatively rapid
evolutionary divergence from an ancestral population.Correspondence. E-mail: safrank@uci.edu
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This studymeasures divergence by the frequency at which
populations shift between positively epistatic gene com-
binations. In particular, `peak shifts' are analysed
between high ®tness combinationsA1B1, andA2B2, which
require crossing the `valley' of low ®tness mixtures A1B2

andA2B1. Peak shifts have been studied widely as amodel
of speciation (Wright, 1940; Barton & Charlesworth,
1984), but those models have not been applied to the
unusual genetic structure of segmented viruses.

Background

I found two reports of hybrid incompatibility. In the
eight-segmented genome of in¯uenza A, the haemag-
glutinin protein (segment 4) of the FPV Rostock
strain requires cosegregation with the M2 ion channel
protein (segment 7; Grambas & Hay, 1992; Grambas
et al., 1992). Haemagglutinin is a crucial surface
protein for viral attachment and penetration into host
cells. The M2 protein has various consequences,
including pH regulation in cellular regions where
haemagglutinin is active. FPV Rostock haemaggluti-
nin requires its cosegregating M2 variant to in¯uence
pH in particular ways during infection. FPV Rostock
haemagglutinin with heterologous M2 from the Wey-
bridge strain fails during infection (reviewed in Lamb
& Krug, 1996).
The second case of hybrid incompatibility occurs

in multiparticle genomes. In these viruses, the indi-
vidual segments are packaged into distinct capsids,
each capsid containing only one of the genomic
segments (Matthews, 1991). Successful infection
requires co-infection by at least one capsid of each
segment type. In this peculiar system, full viral
genomes occur only within host cells. Reassortment
follows when segments infecting a target cell come
from di�erent parental host cells. In the two-segment
genome of red clover necrotic mosaic Dianthovirus,
two strains have been identi®ed such that segment 1
from the ®rst strain combined with segment 2 from
the second strain creates a successful infection,
whereas the reciprocal combination exhibits hybrid
incompatibility (Rao & Hiruki, 1987).

Model

This section begins with the main assumption and a
preliminary analysis. The mathematical analysis is
followed by a computer simulation to measure the
average waiting time between peak shifts. The mathe-
matical analysis provides a qualitative guide to the
forces involved. Those qualitative insights aid interpret-
ation of the quantitative output from the computer
simulations.

Fitness

Each virus carries two segments, A and B. Segment A has
two genetic variants, A1 and A2, and segment B has two
variants, B1 and B2. The number of progeny viruses
produced by an infected cell depends on the genotypes of
the viruses in that cell. If a cell has a single virus of
genotypeA1B1 orA2B2, the cell produces k viral progeny.
If a cell has either hybrid genotype, A1B2, or A2B1, the
cell produces k(l ± s) progeny, where the ®tness penalty
for hybrids is s. For convenience, the following analysis
drops the k and uses 1 or 1)s for ®tness.
When multiple viruses infect a cell, let p be the

frequency of the A1 variant among the A segments
within the cell, and let q be the frequency of the B1

variant among the B segments within the cell. Variants
within a cell can interact in two ways to determine the
number of viral progeny (®tness) from that cell. The
additive model sums the probabilities of conforming
interactions (A1B1 and A2B2) and hybrid interactions
(A1B2 and A2B1), each type of interaction weighted by
its ®tness. Thus, the total ®tness of viruses within a cell is

w � pq� �1ÿ p��1ÿ q�
� �1ÿ s�� p�1ÿ q� � q�1ÿ p��
� 1ÿ s�p � qÿ 2pq�: �1�

Average ®tness is

�w � 1ÿ s��p � �qÿ 2pq� �2�
where �p and �q are the average frequencies in
the population for A1 and B1, respectively, and
pq�Cov(p,q) + �p�q. If we let �p� �q, then the total
®tness penalty for hybrid interactions is

S � s� �p � �qÿ 2�p�qÿ 2Cov�p; q��
� 2s� �p ÿ �p2 ÿ Cov�p; q��

� 2s�p�1ÿ �p� 1ÿ Cov�p; q�
�p�1ÿ �p�

� �
� 2s�p�1ÿ �p� 1ÿ Corr�p; q�

�mh

� �
�3�

where Corr(p,q) is the correlation between p and q
within hosts, and �p(1 ± �p)/ �mh�Var(p), where �mh is the
harmonic mean multiplicity of infection, m, for the
number of viruses infecting a host cell. The analysis here
assumes that there is no genetic correlation between
viruses within a host cell.
As Corr(p,q) rises, an increasing proportion of alleles

occurs in complementary mixtures, that is, A1B1 and
A2B2 combinations. Selection acts only against hybrid
combinations, so an increase in complementary mixtures
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reduces the total ®tness penalty. As �mh rises, cells are
infected by more viruses, increasing the frequency of
hybrid interactions and raising the total ®tness penalty.

The above discussion applies to an additive model of
®tness. Alternatively, in a complementation model of
®tness interactions, full ®tness occurs when there is at
least one conforming pair (A1B1, or A2B2), otherwise the
cell has the hybrid ®tness.
Thus,

w �
1ÿ s p � 1; q � 0
1ÿ s p � 0; q � 1
1 otherwise:

8<: �4�

Force of selection on gene frequency change
in the additive model

The population states �p� �q� 0 and �p� �q� 1 are attract-
ing equilibria (peaks). Natural selection opposes a shift
from one peak to the other because the intermediate
hybrids have lower ®tness. Peak shifts occur only when
stochastic sampling processes perturb gene frequencies
su�ciently to favour a transition from one equilibrium to
the other. As the force of natural selection weakens, the
probability of a transition increases.

One can measure the force of selection by the rate of
gene frequency change in the absence of stochastic
factors. Price's (1970) equation provides a convenient
way to write the rate of gene frequency change (Frank,
1995). The Price equation for D�p, the change per
generation in the population frequency of A1, is

�wD�p � Cov�w; p� � E�wDp�:

In this model, the change in gene frequency between the
viruses that infect the cell and the viruses produced by
the cell is zero. Thus, Dp� 0 and we can drop the second
term on the right side. Expanding Cov(w,p) yields

�wD�p � Cov�1ÿ s�p � qÿ 2pq�; p�
� ÿs[Var�p� � Cov�p; q� ÿ 2Cov�pq; p��: �5�

If we write the variables p and q as deviations from their
population means, p� �p + dp and q� �q + dq, then

Cov�pq; p� � Cov���p � dp���q� dq�; p�
� �qVar�p� � �pCov�q; p� � Cov�dpdq; dp�

Substituting this into eqn 5 yields

�wD�p � 2sVar�p����q ± 1=2�
� bq;p��p ± 1=2� � bdpdq;dp�;

�6�

where the regression of q on p, bq,p, measures the
association between p and q within host cells, and the
regression of dpdq on dp, bdpdq,dp, measures the tendency
for gene frequencies of A1 and B1 within a host cell to be
complementary as the deviation of p from its population
average increases within a cell. Although the two
regression terms can in¯uence the dynamics (see below),
the net force of selection, D�p, will typically be dominated
by Var(p) when measured for given values of �p, �q and s.

Var(p)� �p(1 ± �p)/ �mh where �mh is the harmonic mean
of the multiplicity of infection, m. As the harmonic
mean of m increases, the variance in ®tness among cells
declines, and the force of selection opposing stochastic
peak shifts also declines.

Stochastic ¯uctuations: effective population size
and multiplicity of infection

This section turns to the stochastic ¯uctuations that
cause peak shifts against the opposition of the determi-
nistic force of selection. The stochastic ¯uctuations
depend on the e�ective population size, Ne. The various
parameters that control population size and sampling
also provide an introduction to the key parameters of
the stochastic computer model presented in a later
section.

The population consists of C host cells, each host cell
infected bym viruses (multiplicity of infection). The total
population of viruses is N�C�m, where overbars denote
averages. Rounding error is ignored when converting
between integer values and continuous values.

Some of the following analyses hold m constant
among host cells. In other cases, m varies among cells
according to a Poisson process in which host cells with
no viruses, m� 0, are ignored. In this truncated Poisson
process, the probability of m ³ 1 viruses in a particular
cell is

f �m� � kmeÿk=�m!�1ÿ eÿk�� �7�
where k would be the average value of m if cells with
zero viruses were included. However, this analysis
ignores cells with zero viruses. The average number of
viruses in cells with at least one virus is �m� k/(1 ± e±k).
Thus, given a value for �m, we can solve for the k-value
needed to calculate the various probabilities f (m).

The e�ective population size is the reciprocal of the
probability of randomly choosing the same allele twice
from a population. Speci®cally, if we choose with
replacement two viral alleles from the population at
random, in proportion to each allele's probability of
being transmitted to the next generation, the reciprocal
of the probability of choosing the same allele twice is Ne.
Thus, Ne is the e�ective number of nonduplicated
members of a population, a measure of sample size.
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The smaller the sample size, the greater the tendency for
stochastic ¯uctuations.
Standard calculations show that Ne�C �mh, the num-

ber of host cells multiplied by the harmonic mean of the
multiplicity of infection. When m does not vary among
cells, then �mh� �m and Ne�N.
As Ne declines, stochastic ¯uctuations increase and

the average waiting time until the next peak shift
decreases (Wright, 1940; Barton & Charlesworth, 1984).

Opposition between deterministic selection
and stochastic perturbation

The analysis has thus far contrasted two opposing forces
that in¯uence the average time between peak shifts, a
measure of the rate of evolutionary divergence between
separated populations. First, higher multiplicity of
infection raises the ploidy, partially masks deleterious
variants, and reduces the deterministic force by which
natural selection removes those deleterious variants.
Weaker deterministic selection makes it easier for a
population to cross a low-®tness valley between two
peaks.
Second, lower e�ective population size increases

stochastic ¯uctuations and reduces the waiting time
before a perturbation pushes the population across a
®tness valley to the opposite peak.
The e�ective population size and the harmonicmean of

multiplicity of infection may be confounded because
e�ective population size is Ne�C�mh. However, by con-
trolling the number of infected host cells, C, one can vary
Ne and �mh independently and show their separate e�ects.
This is presented below in the computer analysis.

Strong association of complementary alleles
at low multiplicity of infection

A third force arises from associations between comple-
mentary variants, A1B1 or A2B2. Equations 5 and 6
show the e�ects of associations in the covariance and
regression terms. Those terms measure the association
between the p and q within hosts, that is, the association
between the frequencies of A1 and B1 within hosts. The
analytical expressions do not provide simple forms for
these associations because of the frequency-dependent
nature of selection in this problem. However, qualitative
aspects can be described as follows.
Increases in complementary associations reduce the

deterministic force of selection. Consider, for example,
the case in which the number of viruses infecting each
cell is one. If each virus has a complementary genotype
A1B1 or A2B2, no selection occurs. Thus, a positive
association between A and B variants within viruses

reduces selection and increases the frequency of peak
shifts.
Multiplicity of infection, m, has the strongest e�ect on

the strength of complementary associations between A
and B variants within host cells. In this model, di�erent
viruses infecting the same cell are genetically uncorre-
lated, so all associations between p and q arise from
correlations (linkage disequilibrium) between A1, and
B1, within individual viruses. Random sampling of
viruses reduces the total association within cells by 1/m.
Multiple infection also provides opportunity for reas-
sortment of segments during the production of new
viruses. Reassortment reduces the correlation between A
and B alleles within viruses. Thus, the association within
host cells can be high when �mh ®1, but declines quickly
as �mh rises.
Stronger selection, s, raises the association between p

and q by disfavouring hybrid mixtures. Higher Ne

increases the association by reducing stochastic ¯uctu-
ations and raising the relative contribution of the
deterministic selection that creates associations.
Increased mutation provides more variation for selec-
tion to create associations, but mutation breaks down
existing associations by altering allelic state.
In summary, low �mh promotes complementary asso-

ciations between A and B alleles, reducing the force of
deterministic selection and decreasing the average wait-
ing time between peak shifts. Associations decay rapidly
as �mh rises above one. Thus, the contribution of allelic
associations occurs mostly when multiplicity of infection
is low.

Average waiting time between peak shifts

The model has four key parameters: the strength of
selection, s, the e�ective population size, Ne, the
mutation rate, l, and the multiplicity of infection, �mh.
This section presents a computer simulation to show
how these four parameters in¯uence the average waiting
time between peak shifts.
Each run begins with C�Ne/�mh host cells and

N�C�m viruses. Initially, all alleles are A1 and B1, thus
�p� �q� 1. Viruses are assigned randomly to host cells. In
some runs, all cells receive a constant number m� �m
viruses. In other runs, the distribution of viruses per cell
follows the truncated Poisson distribution with average
multiplicity of infection �m.
The relative ®tness of viruses from each host cell is

calculated by eqn 1 for the additive model or eqn 4 for
the complementation model. N progeny viruses are
created by sampling host cells with replacement in
proportion to ®tness. A host cell produces a progeny
virus by random sampling with replacement of one A
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segment and one B segment. The allele at each segment
mutates to the opposite allelic state with probability l.

The initial population is at the A1B1 peak. A peak
shift occurs when at least 70% of the viral population
consists of the A2B2 genotype, and a shift back when at
least 70% of the viral population consists of the A1B1

genotype. Each run continues for 107 generations or 100
peak shifts, whichever comes ®rst. After stopping, the
average waiting time for a peak shift is calculated as the
number of generations divided by the number of peak
shifts.

Figure 1 shows results from a factorial design with
4 ´ 33� 108 parameter combinations (see ®gure legend).
In this design, the multiplicity of infection per cell is
constant at �mh� �m. For �m ³ 2, the average waiting time

decreases strongly with a rise in multiplicity of infection.
Stronger selection, s, increases the waiting time by
imposing a stronger barrier to cross the ®tness valley
between peaks. Higher mutation rates and lower e�ec-
tive population sizes reduce the time between shifts
by enhancing the stochastic perturbations to the popu-
lation.

For many parameters, �mh� 1 causes a lower time
between peak shifts than �mh� 2. As �mh®1, the statistical
association increases between complementary A and B
alleles, reducing the strength of deterministic selection
and raising the relative contribution of stochastic
perturbations.

Figure 2 shows a more detailed picture of waiting
times for low �mh. In this analysis, the number of viruses

Fig. 1 Average waiting time between peak shifts. Values from the computer simulations occur at 108 parameter combinations over
the following levels: constant multiplicity of infection per cell �mh� �m� 1, 2, 4, 8; selective coe�cient s� 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 (lines in each

panel, the lower lines have lower s-values); mutation rate l� 5 ´ 10±4, 10±3, 2 ´ 10±3; and e�ective population size, Ne� 50, 100,
200. These runs used the additive ®tness model.
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per cell varied according to the truncated Poisson
distribution. The waiting times rise as �mh rises above
one because multiple infections reduce associations
within host cells and provide an opportunity for
reassortment of segments. As �mh continues to rise, the
tendency of higher multiplicity of infection to reduce
waiting times outweighs further decreases in statistical
associations between A and B alleles.
Figure 3 shows the same parameter combinations as

Fig. 1, but with the complementation ®tness scheme of
eqn 4 rather than the additive ®tness scheme used
throughout the analysis. The complementation ®tness
scheme has lower waiting times between peak shifts.
This occurs because complementation produces full
®tness in cells with at least one complementary pair of A
and B alleles. This protection of hybrid combinations
greatly reduces the force of deterministic selection at
high multiplicity of infection, increasing the role of

Fig. 3 Average waiting time between peak shifts for the complementation ®tness model. All parameter values the same as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 Average waiting time between peak shifts for low

harmonic mean multiplicity of infection. The abscissa is scaled
logarithmically.
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stochastic perturbations that shift the population from
one peak to the other.

General aspects of the peak-shift model

The computer model used relatively high mutation rates
and small e�ective population sizes. This was necessary
to obtain su�cient numbers of peak shifts within a
reasonable time. Lower mutation rates and higher
population sizes will increase the average waiting times
for peak shifts.

The model assumed only a single epistatic combina-
tion with one locus on each of two segments. There are
likely to be many such epistatic combinations, so the
waiting time for one peak shift will be reduced by the
simultaneous ¯uctuations of the many di�erent combi-
nations.

The model followed from the biology of segmented
viruses. But the assumptions may apply to other group-
structured organisms. The model assumes only that
genetic interactions among group members cause all
group members to have the same individual ®tness. This
may occur, for example, when the genotypes of group
members interact to determine the level of environmen-
tal toxicity or other environmental factors that a�ect all
group members (Wilson, 1980; Wade & Goodnight,
1998; Wolf et al., 1999).

Consequences for viral evolution

High multiplicity of infection weakens the selective
intensity per segment. The multiplicity of infection is, in
e�ect, the ploidy level for a genome during its period of
expression. High ploidy dilutes the contribution of each
locus to the phenotype, weakening the selective intensity
on each locus. Weaker selection on variant alleles allows
the population to maintain greater genetic diversity and
to be more easily perturbed by stochastic ¯uctuations.
Greater diversity and stochastic ¯uctuations explore
more widely the space of epistatic interactions, causing
more frequent shifts among favoured combinations of
alleles. Variable ploidy of viral genetics di�ers from
standard Mendelian genetics.

Rapid evolution during periods of high multiplicity of
infection may generate new viral strains. Culturing
techniques within laboratory strains may enhance the
rate of evolutionary change as the multiplicity of
infection increases. Such change in cultured stocks may
lead to evolutionary divergence from the ancestral strain.

High multiplicity of infection often leads to compe-
tition between co-infecting viruses within a cell
(Holland, 1990). The analyses in this paper prevented
competition within cells to focus the study on rates of
evolutionary divergence. A separate study analysed the

dynamics of within-cell competition (Frank, 2000; see
also SzathmaÂ ry, 1993; Kirkwood and Bangham, 1994).

The model suggests that increased multiplicity of
infection raises the rate of evolutionary divergence
between separated populations. This leads to two
testable predictions. First, infections with higher viral
densities within hosts will diverge more quickly from an
ancestral population than will infections with lower viral
densities within hosts. Second, laboratory studies that
manipulate multiplicity of infection can test in a
controlled setting the rates of evolutionary divergence
among strains. The model suggests that higher multi-
plicity of infection will lead to greater hybrid incompa-
tibility between diverging populations.
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